
!  !
Fashletics Reseller Agreement !

This document is an agreement between all authorized dealers and Fashletics 
INC to maintain the value and worth of our brands. Both Fashletics and its 
retailers work hard to develop, market and distribute products that represent 
quality and integrity at an affordable price. !
Order Minimum: !
$300 !
Shipping: !

1. We use USPS for domestic shipping or DHL for international shipping. 
Pricing varies depending on location.  

2. Reseller is responsible for any shipping charges applied to wholesale 
orders. !

Jewelry Packaging and Product Presentation: !
1. Each Fashletics® charm and chain comes individually packaged andin a 

Fashletics branded jewelry sleeve.  
2. Products must remain in their original or other Fashletics branded 

packaging for resale. 
3. Additional packaging may be supplied as needed and upon request of 

reseller at no additional charge. !
Returns/Exchanges: !

1. Items may be exchanged within 10 days of receipt. 
2. Items must be in their original condition and shipped at customers 

expense using a trackable method of shipping. 
3. There are no returns on wholesale orders. !

Retail Sales Guidlines: !
1. Reseller will not combine Fashletics® charms or chains with products from 

any other company or individual. 
2. Selling on third party websites, such as Etsy or Ebay is not permitted. !

Customer Service: 



1. Reseller will be responsible for all customer service inquires generated 
through sales made via Reseller website and/or storefront including: 

a. Shipping (lost/stolen/damaged packages shipping from Reseller to 
customer) 

b. Customer Returns 
c. Customer Exchanges 

2. If we can assist with answering customer questions, we are always happy 
to do so. Please do not hesitate to contact us if your customers have 
questions about our products that you are unable to answer. !

Warranty: !
1. Fashletics uses sole discretion when it comes to replacing or repairing 

broken jewelry as it happens extremely infrequently. If it looks to be a case 
of "regular wear and tear" Fashletics® will replace the item if it is within 1 
year of purchase. 

2. If it appears to be a product defect, Fashletics® replace it regardless of 
date of purchase. All product replacements will be made at Fashletics® 
discretion. !

Branding: !
1. Fashletics® will provide all product photography for your website and/or 

promotional material. If you wish to use your own photography, the images 
must be approved by a Fashletics® representative first. 

2. Fashletics® brand name and/or logo must accompany each product listing 
on your website. 

3. Fashletics® name must be included in each product title or product 
description. 

4. Please use the product descriptions on the Fashletics® website. If a 
particular product description is not available, please ask Fashletics® to 
provide one. If you wish to write your own product description, said 
description must approved by a Fashletics® representative before 
publication. !

If you have any questions, feel free to contact us via email. We hope to make 
your experience selling Fashletics® Jewelry a positive and profitable one! !
Alexandra Lasky 
Fashletics Sales Manager 
alex@fashletics.com 
c: 248-752-0523 !
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